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The E.H.-Lindl~y Meniorial Lectureship Fundwas.e~tablished in 1941
in memory ofErnestH: Lindley, Chancellor of the University of Kansas
- from 1920 to 1939. b,i-February '941 Roy Roberts; t~e.chalrman of
_· the
comnlittee in charge~
_suggested
in the
dradtiate
·Magazine that
- .
.
.
. .
··-,
</'.
-

-:.-

Mr:

the Chancelior should invite to the ·u~iversity f~ a iectuie or a
. _·series oflectures, some outstanding national or world figure to .
speak on "ValuesofLiVing" .:._just as the late_Chaneellorpropos«l
-to do in his coui'Ses "The_ Human SitUation" Jllld "Plan forLiVing."
lri ~e following: June Mr. ·Roberts· circtilated :a letter on behalf of th~
•. 'committee, proposing_in somewhat broader terms that . . .
-.
The· incom~. fro in this fund should 1Je ·sp~nt~ a quest of social
_bettenrientby bringi~g to the Univeq;ity each year outStanding
world leaders for a· lecture· or-~rles ~fieduies, yet with a design
_- so broad in its outline 'that in the -.years to come. if it is deeme~
-wise;
this livitig memorial could take some more desirable forin..
.
.

'

'

The fund was aUowed to ac~umulate. ~til 1954, when Professor Richard ..
.McKeon lectured (m '·'Human Rights and International Relations." The
_next lecture was given in 1959 by Professor Everett C.. Hughes, and has been published by the U!)ivei:sity·ofKansas School of Law as~part.ofhis·
bookStudt?nt sCuliureand PerspectiveS; Lei:tilres on Medical and Generai
Education. The selection or'Iecture5 for the Lindley .series has since been
· dele~atedto thel)epartmenrofPhilosophy.
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I. The larger question
There is a neglected part of ethics that needs exploring. The part
I have in mind is how factual limits to human capacities affect our
moral obligations. There are limits to human motivation and action,
and many of us think that 'ought' implies 'can'. There are also limits
to human understanding; it is no good a philosopher's settling on a
decision procedure for, or criterion of, moral right and wrong if it requires
intellectual feats that are beyond us, at least beyond yielding answers
that we would rely upon. What is more, a society would want its moral
demands to be understood, widely accepted, and effective in practice.
These constraints of understanding, acceptance, and effectiveness are
likely also to constrain the contents of a society's moral demands.
This larger question would require a whole book. In this lecture, I
want to concentrate on whether' ought' implies 'can', a question that, while
not as neglected as the others, is not thought about enough.

2. The matter of approach

I have long thought, without giving much attention to the matter, that
there must be some interpretation on which the claim that 'ought' implies
'can' is true, difficult though it is to state it. What we have to do, I have
thought, is to find that interpretation. If so, we cannot directly proceed,
as some writers do, to the refutation of the claim by counter-example.
How can one know that an example counters a claim when one does not
yet know what the claim is? Nor can we immediately embark on abstract
arguments against the claim, though some writers do. How can one aim
one's attack when one has not yet located the target? Nor, even, should
we start by stipulating a sense for the claim that 'ought' implies 'can',
though it may be of interest whether a particular stipulated claim is indeed
true. What we want to know, however, is not whether the claim is true
on some interpretation, but whether it is true on the best interpretation.
Consider, for instance, this proffered counter-example.• I promised
Black that I would pay him $50 by noon today, and I also promised
White that I would pay her $50 by noon today. But I find now that I have
enough money to pay only one of them. If 'ought' implies •can•, then,
since I cannot pay both, it is not the case that I ought to. But surely, since
I promised, I ought.
But this attempt at refutation is too quick. My abilities in this case
have not yet been fully enough described. True, I cannot now pay both
Black and White by noon today, but I could have avoided getting into
this fix. Is that enough to justify saying that, since I promised, I ought?
Or take this example. Brown, a recovering drug addict, tries, but
occasionally still fails, to stay off drugs. Brown's resistance has not yet
become strong enough to master every temptation that comes his way.
Still, in a larger sense, Brown can master his addiction; it is clearly within
human ability. Perhaps that is enough to justify saying that Brown ought
not to have given in. It depends upon how we understand the 'can' in the
claim that 'ought' implies 'can'. Is an act's being within normal human
capacity enough? We need to feel our way to the best interpretation of
the claim.
The claim has been made for millennia. 2 In our day it is primarily
associated with Kant.3 But this is because he cites it often, without
either explaining or justifying it. For example, in the First Critique he
remarks parenthetically: 'The action to which the "ought" applies must
be possible under normal conditions.' I understand him to say here:
'ought' implies •can within the limits of the laws of nature'. Ifl spot a
child teetering perilously on the parapet of a skyscraper, I might wish I
could fly, Superman-like, to snatch the child from death. But it seems to
2

me a misuse of the word to say in this case that I 'ought' to do so. But
that does not yet establish the content of the claim that 'ought' implies
'can'. It may well be that there are further understandings of 'cannot'
besides Kant's particularly strong one here on which it is also true that if
'cannot' then 'not the case that ought'. We still have to feel our way to
the most satisfactory interpretation of the claim. As a first move, let us
look at the three words that make it up.

3. 'Ought'
We can start by reminding ourselves of the wide variety of uses of
the word 'ought' 4 :
I.
2.
3.
4.

You ought not to steal.
You ought to quit smoking.
When you add 17 to 34, you ought to get 51.
The train ought to be in now.
5. It ought to be sunny tomorrow.
6. You ought to have known; ignorance ofthe law is no excuse.
7. If you wanted to break in, you ought to have brought a
jemmy.
8. The cricket pitch ought not to have behaved like that.
9. I ought to be at the meeting tonight, but I can't manage it.
I 0. He ought, with his training, to be able to dismantle this
simple engine.

We do not use the word 'ought' merely to indicate the presence of
some kind of reason - a moral reason, a prudential reason, an epistemic
reason, and so on. It may be the case that I have a reason to visit old Jones
(he is bed-ridden and lonely), but that my connection to him is so slight
and remote that it would be incorrect, because too strong, to say that I
ought to visit him. The judgement that it is not the case that I ought to visit
him may on some occasions be intended as a moral judgement. But it may
also, instead, be meant as a lexicographical judgement: namely, given the
circumstances of the utterance (i.e. the nature of my relation to old Jones) it
would be a misuse of the strong term 'ought'. Unsurprisingly, the grounds
for the moral judgement and those for the lexicographical judgement will
overlap. The word 'ought' is here being used as an action-directing term
of the moral sort, so morally relevant conditions will inevitably be part
of the criteria for correct and incorrect use ofthe term.
A more successful semantic analysis is this: the word 'ought' is
used when there is a standard or regularity in the background and what
is said ought to be is what would accord with the standard or regularity.

3

Behind the second example on my list, the standard is prudential: smoking
damages one's health. Behind the third there is a mathematical standard
of correctness: 17 plus 34 equals 51. Behind the fourth there could be
various sorts of standards. You could appropriately say that the train
ought to be in now, because that is what the timetable says. I could then
infonn you that British trains are nearly always ten minutes late, and on
the basis of that regularity you could say, ten minutes later, 'well, it ought
to be in now'. If the station loud-speaker announces that the train has been
delayed a further thirty minutes because of work on the tracks, then after
half an hour you could correctly say again 'it ought to be in now'. It is
not that the announcement over the loud-speaker indicates a reason for
you to believe or to expect that the train will arrive in thirty minutes; you
might have decided that station announcements in Britain are pure fiction.
None the Jess, the announcement sets a standard against which you can
correctly speak of what 'ought' to happen. Behind the fifth example there
is a causal regularity: an area of high pressure generally brings sun. In most
legal systems there is a rule requiring those subject to laws to acquaint
themselves with them; that is why, as in the sixth example, you ought to
have known that it was illegal. There is a rule of prudence: if you want a
certain end you must want the necessary means to it; so, as the seventh
example says, you ought to have brought a jemmy. I shall stop there: the
same general fonn of explanation fits the remaining examples too.s
4. 'Implies'

The word 'implies' covers several different relations. In his discussion
of "'ought" implies "can"' Walter Sinnott-Armstrong canvasses four
possible relations that implication might be thought to cover here6 :
1.

Semantic entailment: semantic because it holds by virtue of
the meanings ofthe tenns involved or the truth conditions of
judgements containing the tenns; and entailment because, if
an agent cannot do such-and-such, then, by modus to/lens,
it is false that the agent ought to do it
2. Semantic presuPJ)OSition: semantic as above; a presupposition
because, if an agent cannot do such-and-such, it is neither
true nor false that the agent ought to do it (the inability
asserted in the consequent rules out the antecedent's having
a truth-value).
3. Moral imp1ication: if an agent cannot do such-and-such, it
would be morally wrong (e.g. unfair), andfa/se, to assert
that the agent ought to do it.
4. Conversational implication: not semantic implication but
4
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pragmatic, having to do with the intended or actual effect
of an utterance; if an agent cannot do such-and-such, it is
pointless to assert that the agent ought to do it.
The first three relations are, Sinnott-Armstrong says, universal: they
claim that all'oughts' applied to persons imply 'cans'. The first two are
universal because semantic; they depend upon the meanings of 'ought'
and 'can', whenever they are asserted of persons. The third depends upon
an assumed universal moral principle: if 'cannot', it would be wrong
(e.g. unfair) to assert 'ought'. The assertion of a universal relation can be
refuted, of course, by a particular negative, and, as I shall come to, there
do seem to be counter-examples to "'ought" implies "can"'. The only one
of these four relations that Sinnott-Arrnstrong thinks holds is the last. But
it is, as he points out, weak. That it may be pointless to say 'ought' to an
agent who 'cannot' does not mean that it would be either meaningless or
false to say it. Therefore, he rejects the principle.
But Sinnott-Armstrong's four interpretations are not exhaustive.
We are concerned here with the possible presence of an implication. So
we should start with 'implication' in its generic sense expressed by the
ordinary-language connective 'if p, then q': the truth of pis a sufficient
condition of the truth of q.' The implications that Sinnott-Armstrong
canvasses are four sub-classes of implication in this generic sense, and
there are others. The most plausible claims that 'ought' implies 'can',
I should say, are not any of his. The idea that the word 'implies', as it
appears in the claims, implies some form of universality should be resisted.
It is much more likely that only some sorts of 'cannot' defeat 'ought'. If
'"ought" implies "can"' is to be accepted as a principle in ethics, the 'ought'
must obviously be taken to be restricted to agents, and the 'can' as referring
to the ability of agents. Does the principle cover only moral •oughts'? That
would be too narrow. The principle also covers some prudential 'oughts'
('you ought to quit smoking') and some epistemic 'oughts' ('you ought
to have got Sl as the sum') and perhaps other sorts as well.

S. 'Can'
The putative principle must also be taken to cover a variety of'cans'. It
seems clearly to cover inabilities present in all human beings in all natural
circumstances- e.g. flying Superman-like to snatch the child from death.
Such abilities are the stuff of fantasy. It may also cover behaviour that is
beyond the capacity of all but the rarest human beings- all but, say, saints
and heroes and exceptional achievers. At least, that is a venerable doctrine
of some religions. It may also cover ordinary people facing extraordinary
sacrifice. Again, it is an enduring and widely held belief that one does

s

not have to save a drowning child at considerable risk of one's own life.
The belief in this case may be that saving the child in those circumstances
is more than morality demands even if one could manage it, or that it
is more than morality demands simply because ordinary human beings
cannot manage it.
The principle may also cover sacrifices less great than life. It may
even cover much of the everyday life of ordinary people. That is why
the principle may be far more important than it is usually thought to
be. Human beings quite naturally form relations of love and affection.
They also quite naturally form conceptions of a worthwhile life. These
relationships to particular persons and commitments to certain causes or
projects are central to their living a good life. But these relationships and
commitments may render them incapable of meeting certain demands for example, duties demanding a high degree of impartiality. Again, it
is a common and strong intuition that we ordinary human beings have
a domain of permitted partiality, and that this domain includes much of
our ordinary life.
Then, there are cases that the principle seems not to cover (e.g. the
possible counter-example I alluded to earlier: my combined promises to
Black and White).
This gives us the rough sketch of a spectrum that extends from
inabilities that the principle seems comfortably to cover, to inabilities
that it may well cover, to inabilities that it seems clearly not to cover. We
must go deeper.
6. An ability behind the inability

Look again at cases in which we cannot do such-and-such though the
'cannot' seems not to defeat the correlative 'ought'. I cannot pay both Black
and White, but I could have avoided getting myself in that impossible
situation. Avoiding such situations is well within human capacity. I am
sympathetic with the recovering drug addict because of the strength of
his addiction, but I still know, and he may know too, that many ordinary
persons, neither saints nor heroes, have managed to stop. Again, there is a
human ability of ordinary level behind this inability. And a judge in a finely
balanced case might reach a faultless judgement of guilt (no one could
have done better), but then later, when by chance new evidence comes to
light, discover that he had been mistaken. He might rightly say: 'I ought
not to have convicted', despite the fact that he justifiably believed at the
time that he could not have done otherwise. But it is, in general, within
human capacity to collect evidence, to know the law, and to reach correct
decisions. There are general human abilities behind the judge's inability to
6
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succeed in this particular case. The background ability in all three cases,
I believe, explains why the 'cannot' they usc does not defeat the 'ought'.
But in the intermediate cases - cases in which our intuitions suggest
that the 'cannot' does defeat the 'ought'- there is no background ability.
Does this explain why here the 'cannot' does indeed defeat the 'ought'?
Let us look more closely at these cases.
7. The limits of human motivation
Prudential deliberation, I have suggested elsewhere8, ends up with a
list of values, such as enjoyment, understanding, accomplishment, deep
personal relations, autonomy, and liberty. A striking feature of many items
on that list is their long-term, life-structuring character. To have deep
attachments to particular persons is to acquire motives that shape much of
one's life and carry on through most of it. To accomplish something with
one's life requires dedication to particular activities that typically narrow
and absorb one's attention. Many prudential values involve commitments
- to particular persons, institutions, causes, and careers. One cannot live
a prudentially good life, one cannot fully flourish, without becoming in
large measure partial. That partiality then becomes part of one; it may
be something that one cannot psychologically enter into and exit from
at will. It involves becoming a certain kind of person. Even short-term
pleasures have finally to be judged in a fairly long-term, character-fixing
way, because a person has to decide how much place to give to living for
day-to-day pleasures seen up against competing ways of life.
On this view of prudence, one should become deeply partial. That
partiality is, I think, bound to be in some tension with the moral point of
view. I doubt that we shall ever find a way to dispel totally the tension
between prudence and morality, even if there is, as I think there is,
considerable interpenetration between the two.
One might hope that the tension could be reduced if, say, we made
impartial benevolence our central project in life; then one could accomplish
something with one's life (a prudential value) by behaving impartially
(a moral ideal). But this would be merely to realize one prudential value
at the expense of many others - at the expense, say, of deep personal
relations, ofmany forms of enjoyment, and, ifthis project takes much of
one's time, of a lot of understanding. The tension arises even within the
aim ofimpartially maximizing the good. A world in which everyone's life
was as good as possible would be a world in which people were full of
commitments. The impartial ideal, then, would be a world populated by
agents who may be incapable of promoting the impartial ideal. And what
one comes to sec as one's own form of flourishing becomes a large part of
7

who one is. That is why, in his autobiogmphy, John Updike says: 'We are
social creatures but, unlike ants and bees, not just that; there is something
intrinsically and individually vital which must be defended against the
claims even of virtue'. 9 Somehow, these two parts of ethics, the demands
of others and the goal of individual flourishing, must be rendered, if not
entirely harmonious, at least combinable in one normative point of view,
and in one human personality.
This brings us up against an apparently empirical question on which
most of our ethical beliefs rest, but which we largely ignore: What are the
limits of human motivation?
Evolution has planted in us both a crude form of self-interest and a
form of limited altruism. 10 One obvious way to combat our biological
inheritance is by increasing people's knowledge; we can make them
appreciate far more fully and vividly the plight of others. 11 We know how
one photograph of a starving child can make tens of thousands reach for
their cheque-books. Still, I doubt that the problem could be just a deficit in
knowledge. Well-intentioned famine-relief workers, whose field of vision
is filled with starving victims, no doubt make great sacrifices to help them,
but do not genemlly sacrifice themselves to the point where their marginal
loss equals the others' marginal gain. It is true that there are usually good
impartial-maximizing reasons for those aiding to have more than those
aided, but relief workers genemlly do not sacrifice themselves to that point
either. And it is hard to believe that it is because their knowledge is still
somehow incomplete or faint.
A more hard-headed answer is to impose some stiff behaviour
modification. We should not mistake limitations that arise merely from
current social conditioning for genuine limitations in human nature.
Anyway, human nature is not itselfunmalleable. We are naturally partial;
but so are we naturally aggressive and carnivorous, and no one suggests
that those two features of human nature could not be proper subjects for
dmstic moml demands. In time of war, hundreds ofthousands of perfectly
ordinary people go off to defend their country at the risk of their lives. If
military training can help motivate them to go into battle, could not a wellconducted moral training do something comparable for us? In most cases,
though, soldiers can be brought to accept great potential danger, I suspect,
out of fear of the sergeant-major or a court martial or of being shamed in
front of their mates. This suggests that we could, similarly, institute a kind
of neighbourhood Red Guard to train us as children and to keep us up to
moml scratch thereafter. There would, however, be a terrible price to pay.
We are willing to pay a comparable price in an emergency such as war,
because of the exceptional importance of what is at stake. But perhaps
we ought to think that what is at stake in moral life is equally important.
8
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But there are two different sorts of doubts about that whole Red Guard
enterprise. First, to produce moral action by fear denies an agent autonomy,
and loss of autonomy is the loss of an essential component of morality,
at least as most ofus now conceive of morality. Can we, in the name of
morality, so substantially undermine morality? Anyway, second, the Red
Guard approach does not seem to work. Think what forces are gathered
on the other side. Our propensity to form bonds of love and affection are
vastly stronger than our propensity, say, to eat meat. We think that our
personal relations and our commitments to certain causes are central to a
good life. These beliefs are not only common, but also sound. And some
sound ethical beliefs are, simply because they are sound, very likely to be
persistent and recurrent, especially now that societies are much harder to
isolate from one another. Are these attachments that we can enter into and
exit from at will? We could, of course, try to suppress these commitments
or alter these beliefs about the good life, but we are unlikely to succeed
for long. The Red Guard enterprise aims at an unsustainable state. Many
Chinese youths who were fanatical products of the Cultural Revolution in
their childhood turned up later in the tents in Tiananmen Square.
Yet another answer is that, besides increasing knowledge and
remoulding agents, we should give them a more inspiring goal. This is,
I take it, Iris Murdoch's answer. 12 Modem moral philosophy, she thinks,
is unambitious. It sets modest goals; it assumes that our psychological
capacities are puny. But goals and capacities are causally connected. Noble
aims can turn egoism into something approaching altruism. The good, she
says, is 'what makes a man act unselfishly in a concentration camp'.' 3
Are there any such transforming goals? Ifl thought that I was created
by God, that my bodily life was an illusory passage to eternal bliss, that
my flourishing consisted in the extinction of my own ego, and ifl had the
psychological support of a community of believers living the same sort
of life, then I could more easily make sacrifices that I cannot now make
without great difficulty. I might also hope for some transformation of my
will through divine grace. But I do not, nor do many religious believers,
hope for that. My, and their, conception of human flourishing is nothing
like that. Murdoch's own view of the goal of moral life is something like
Plato's Form of the Good, and she sees it as having a magnetic power akin
to many religious conceptions. Perhaps it is best to see what she calls the
'sovereignty' ofgood as something not unlike selflessness or impartiality.
But that goal, though inspiring, is not inspiring enough to transform
motivation in the necessary way (at least, that is what I concluded a
moment ago). The goals that might transform it I see no reason to adopt;
and the goals that I see reason to adopt do not transform it.
Despite all of this, it is undeniable that some rare human beings do
9

indeed sacrifice themselves for others. So they can. If they can, human
beings can. Does that mean that I can? If so, the question, Ought I?, rises
to challenge me. At Auschwitz Father Maximilian Kolbe volunteered to
take the place of another prisoner in a punishment detail, and knowingly
went to his death. But that Father Kolbe, with his religious beliefs, could
sacrifice himself does not show that those with very different metaphysical
beliefs can too. I doubt that we can use what a few people are capable
of as evidence of what normal human beings are capable of day in, day
out, which is what a moral life needs. One special circumstance would
be impending disaster. We expect great sacrifices if the alternative is dire
enough: I ought, I think, to accept my own death to stop a lunatic getting to
the nuclear button. That the threat is so appalling should make motivation
follow more naturally.
These intermediate cases, as I have called them, do not have, as the
earlier cases had, an ordinary ability behind, and greatly qualifying, the
inability. Common-sense ethics accepts that the mass of ordinary human
beings 'cannot', that only a rare person or a person in rare circumstances
'can'. For this reason common-sense ethics does not assert that in these
cases we 'ought'. It does not assert it not because, though we 'ought',
there would be no point in bothering to say so. On the contrary, commonsense ethics has taken the less-demanding form it has, not because human
societies reflected on the limits of human motivation and consequently
pitched its moral demands at this more modest level, but because it never
in the first place entertained the possibility that ordinary human beings
'could'. Still, that something is a feature of common-sense ethics does
not make it right.
When I have talked about the limits of human motivation, I have
admitted that there are exceptions to the rule. Some few exceptional
persons - saints, heroes, those with rare qualities or in rare circumstances
-might escape these limits. Then, at the other end of the spectrum, there
are no doubt people who are, so far as human values go, dysfunctional or
utterly indolent, and since the limits I have been speaking of arise from
our having strong commitments to particular persons and causes, these
indolent people may not even be subject to such limits. But my claims
concern the vast majority of human beings who occupy the space between
these two extremes.
8. Competing accounts

My account of permitted partiality is centered so far on facts about
human capacities. It regards certain forms of partiality as falling outside
morality; such partiality is allowed because it is not morally condemned.
10

There are several accounts that compete with mine, centered on values,
not facts about motivation.
For instance, this account. It starts with the now well-known
distinction between agent-neutral and agent-relative reasons. An agentneutral reason is one that counts as a reason for any person- for example,
not wantonly to harm others. An agent-relative reason is one that counts
as a reason for a particular agent whether or not it also counts as a reason
for others. Agent-relative reasons, it is thought, can arise from one's deep
concerns and commitments. Thomas Nagel once drew a related distinction
between personal and impersonal values. 14 Our attachments, not just to
persons but also to causes, abstract standards, and institutions, express
much of what we value. Some things, Nagel thought, are valuable only
from the point of view of an individual's tastes, for example playing the
piano well or climbing challenging mountains.
But nothing acquires value of any kind just by someone's caring
deeply about it or making it a major project in life. One may want most
in life to become a millionaire by the age of thirty but find, when one
succeeds, that it docs nothing for one. One cannot save this account just by
requiring that the relevant desires be informed, that one be fully acquainted
with the object of the desire. John Rawls mentions the case of a man
with some crazy aim in life, say counting the blades of grass in various
lawns. 15 The man accepts that no one is interested in the results, that the
information is of no use, and so on. He makes no factual or logical error.
It is hard to accept, however, that the fulfillment of his obsessive desire
enhances his life - apart, that is, from preventing anxieties or tensions
that might arise ifhis desire is frustrated. But anxiety and tension arc not
to the point; they are impersonal disvalues.
Nor does anything become valuable simply by its being what Bernard
Williams calls a life's 'project'.' 6 Persons often have as their 'ground
project' mora11y hideous or merely shallow or shabby ambitions. To ask
someone whose project is fueled by resentment or revenge or vanity or
one-upmanship to abandon the project may, as Wi11iams claims, be to
ask a person to commit a kind of'suicide'. But most of us would benefit
from no small disintegration and reintegration. Undermining a person's
'integrity', in Williams' sense, would often not be a kind of suicide but a
kind of ethical growth.
We correctly say that our major commitments express what we value
in life. We also correctly say of the things that we care about deeply that
we value them. But it is a non-sequitur to move from 'we value them' to
'they are valuable to us'. As my examples show, they might not be. Nor
may we conclude that we have a reason, even merely an agent-relative
reason, to bring about our major aims. Agent-relative reasons must
11

ultimately be sanctioned by agent-neutral reasons. 17
Another test of adequacy for such a competing account is whether
it can tell us which partialities are permitted and which are not. When
the ship goes down, I may save my child instead of two strangers, but I
may not, as the judge of a prize, favour my child over a more deserving
stranger. I explain the difference between these cases in terms of what
most human beings can do. To my mind, the competing account struggles
for an explanation. I may care just as much about my child's winning the
prize as surviving the sinking boat, irrational though it would often be.
9. Three plausible conclusions
What I have provided so far I offer only as raw material for a
conclusion. There are, it seems to me, three different conclusions worth
pondering.
(i) Not 'can't' but 'won't'. G.A. Cohen, in his recent book
Rescuing Justice and Equality, announces that, when it
comes to the more strenuous demands of equality, it is
not that we cannot meet them but simply that we wont 18
He singles me out for reproof, because I have in the
past expressed scepticism about demands for complete
impartiality. Cohen writes, more in sorrow than in anger,
that he regrets that I should have chosen to give solace to
the morally slack. He would say, I believe, that not only can
we, but we ought, and failure would be blameworthy. One
could take a slightly softer line: namely, we can and ought,
though since most of us find it so difficult to do, we are not
to be blamed if we don't.
(ii) Perhaps 'can': perhaps 'can't': but in any case 'not ought'.
It is widely thought that morality permits, perhaps often
requires, partiality. The 'intermediate' cases, as I am calling
them, can largely be parceled between the permitted and the
required. So what are crucial may not be empirical issues
about 'can'- that is, about the extent of human ability- but
independent moral issues about 'ought'. Or perhaps facts do
come in - say, facts about the extreme difficulty for most
persons of achieving the higher reaches of impartiality but these facts would not occupy the deepest place in the
argument. The deepest judgement may still be moral: it
would be unfair, because of the great difficulty, to require
such high degrees of impartiality and to blame one for
failure.
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(iii) Difficulty. if great enough. turns into impossibility: and that

is so in many intennediate cases. There are indisputable cases
of impossibility in the relevant sense: namely, the Superman
sort of cases. But Kant's category may be too narrow. It
would, at my age, be impossible for me to run a mile in
under four minutes (it was probably always impossible for
me to do it). But it is not beyond human capacity; this is not
a Supennan case. But it is beyond the capacity of almost all
human beings; only the rare person - a Roger Bannister can do it. Many young athletes at the very peak ofboth their
ability and their ambition have tried their utmost but failed.
Father Kolbe sacrificed his life in Auschwitz; so he can; so a
human being can. But let me ask again: does this show that
I can? Surely not. Nor does it show that most human beings
can. This might be a case like running a mile in under four
minutes: only rare individuals can. Perhaps, after all, my
running a mile in under four minutes does not fall outside
Kant's category: instead oflooking at only what falls within
universal adult human capacities, we should also look at the
capacities ofindividuals and of various sub-classes of them.
Perhaps the four-minute mile case is a good analogue of acts
that demand the higher levels of impartiality.
How would one show that the intermediate cases are cases of
'cannot' in the relevant sense? Would the argument turn out in the end
to be empirical?
It is not enough to point out that there is a biological basis for our
partiality. We are by nature profoundly self-interested; we arc ofonly very
limited altruism. To become entirely impartial we should have to mobilize
our beliefs and desires and motivation to a very high pitch. And that is the
main obstacle to the goal. One cannot have a good life without becoming
in large measure partial. And we should try to have good lives. Even if
a psychotropic drug were developed that greatly reduced the difficulty
of becoming completely impartial, the obstacle would remain. 19 Should
one take it? Should one give up most of what makes a life worth living?
Should one give up great love and affection and friendship? Should one
give up deep commitment to certain institutions and causes and projects?
It would not matter if the psychotropic drug were so cleverly targeted that
one also did not mind whether one's life was worth living. What matters is
not whether one minds it but whether it really is not worth living. Part of
a life worth living is a capacity for understanding, including, importantly,
understanding what makes a life worthwhile. Admittedly, one could lose
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some of the things that make a life worth living and the life still be worth
living. But if one lost one's autonomous choice of a worthwhile life and
freedom to pursue it, one would have lost exactly what is usually meant
by the 'dignity' of the human person.
Am I being melodramatic? Would becoming entirely impartial require
stripping oneself of so much that life would no longer be worth living?
Let me quickly make two acknowledgements. First, we could
certainly become much more impartial than most of us are now without
losing anything that makes life worth living- anything at all. Second, we
could probably become even more impartial than that, when the loss in
the quality of our own lives is outweighed by the importance of what our
self-sacrifice would achieve. These two acknowledgements would, I think,
command wide assent. But we are interested in stronger moral demands
than the two that I here accept One stronger demand would take the form:
sacrifice yourself up to the point where your loss in quality of life equals
the consequent gain of the others. But this much stronger demand does
not address the problem of what level of well-being one would thereby
be reduced to and whether we should allow the demands on moral agents
to reduce them to a life not worth living.
I think that, of the three plausible conclusions, the last is the best:
'cannot' so 'not ought'. And this seems to me, at its base, an empirical
judgement, not, as in the second of the three plausible conclusions, a moral
one. It is a psychological judgement about 'cannot• and a lexicographical
judgement that •ought' implies 'can'. Certainly several value judgements
appear in the premises of my conclusion. First, a judgement about what
makes a life good is a value judgement. Second, that there are no moral
reasons not to try to live a prudentially good life is a value judgement.
Third, that morality may not demand of moral agents what would make
their lives not worth living is a puzzling kind of judgement, probably
a value judgement. So these value judgements figure in the all-thingsconsidered judgement: 'cannot' so 'not ought'. But they figure as
establishing the absence of beliefs that would be necessary to produce
the exceptional kind of motivation that might- just might - bring about
complete impartiality. We see no reason to give up certain of our deep
partialities. Indeed, we see strong reasons not to give them up. Reasons
are the kind of thing that we merely acknowledge; they are not subject
to our will. We find ourselves unable to acknowledge reasons that are
necessary for us to hold if we are to have any hope of achieving complete
impartiality. The final judgement here seems to be an empirical one about
human capacities.
I say that this judgement seems to be empirical, but the borderline
between human actions that are 'impossible' for us and those that are
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'difficult in the extreme' is so unclear that any conclusion on the matter
is bound to be insecure - indeed, permanently insecure. How should we
incorporate this insecure conclusion into ethics? Well, the ultimate aim
of ethics is not empirical truth; it is not explanation of human behaviour
but, rather, its regulation. Of course, regulation of human behaviour is, in
general, more likely to succeed if it is not based on falsehood. But given
the situation we now find ourselves in, it seems reasonable to accept that
in these intermediate cases we can~ so it is not the case that we ought. But
if we use the word 'reasonable', as I have just done, we must be willing
to explain what the reasons are. The most important one is that it seems
in fact that in most intermediate cases we can ~ reach certain levels of
impartiality. And it is at this point that moral considerations may also
enter. Our judgements in this domain are sunk in such deep obscurity
that it would seem arbitrary, harsh, and unfair to use them as the basis for
dauntingly difficult demands on humankind.
If the third conclusion is indeed right, then the principle 'ought'
implies 'can' is much more central to ethics than philosophers have
thought: it is at the heart of the question of the sort of impartiality on which
ethics stands. That deserves more than just Kant's parenthetical mention.
However, we still have not managed to formulate the elusive
principle that 'ought' implies 'can •. I have proposed cases of one kind of
'cannot':'cannot' because oflimits on the will arising from commitments
to particular persons, institutions, and causes. There are other potential
sources ofrelevant kinds of'cannot'. So my lecture is only a start.
I 0. Is there a role for impossible ideals?
To those who doubt that impossible ideals are of any practical
relevance, Leo Tolstoy had a ready reply. 20 Ethics, he said, has two parts.
There is an ethics of rules with which we are expected to, and can, comply:
for example, the Ten Commandments. But there is also an ethics ofideals,
such as the one Jesus set us: 'Be ye therefore perfect, as your Father which
is in heaven is perfect'.21 Of course, we cannot be perfect. But none the
less this ideal, Tolstoy maintained, has an obvious role in life: we are to
strive to come as close to it as we can.
Tolstoy's example of an impossible ideal comes from religion. I am
interested in secular ethics. Secular ethics might regard total impartiality,
for example, as an ideal. Human beings cannot, in general, achieve total
impartiality. But should we, at least, strive to come as close to it as we can?
We must, in any case, take care how we formulate the secular ideal.
One cannot try to do what one knows one cannot do. I know I cannot jump
a mile straight up into the air without mechanical aid. If a lunatic put a
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pistol to my head and demanded that I do just that, I could not even try to
do it, although I would try hard to look as ifl were trying.
But we could express our ideal, instead, as coming as close to total
impartiality as we can. There is nothing impossible about aiming at that.
The problem is, mther, that there are constmints on what can be considered
ideals. Perhaps the Christian ideal of the imitation of Christ has been
developed over time into an intelligible ideal. But the secular ideal of
complete impartiality has not been. As we have just seen, to become as
impartial as we can is to lose a lot of what makes a human life good. We
should, as much as we can, have to tum ourselves into egalitarians detached
from commitments to any particular persons and projects.
But most of us have to be prepared to mise children, or at least to have
successful relations with other people, and more genemlly to be loyal and
coopemtive members of a community, and to care enough about our work
to be productive. A few people may tum out quite different from this; a
very few of them, the ones who manage to salvage some sort of sanity,
might even be capable of effective impartial concern for all. But what is
in the accessible psychological repertoire of a minute minority might well
not be in the repertoire of the vast majority. In any case, very few of us
indeed would be willing to mise our children to be utterly impartial. We
should want to mise them to be capable of love and affection for those
around them- that is certainly hard enough. We should not know how to
produce someone emotionally detached to an extreme degree, yet sane.
We are incapable of such fine-tuning. We should be too likely simply to
produce an emotional wreck.
Total impartiality is not an ideal, so not an ideal that we should come
as close to as we can.
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